‘Sloth Fairy’
A long time ago, it was the time when God made a living thing.
At first, God had the angels take care of living thing,
but made too much, so there wasn't enough manpower.

The troubled god decided to get fairy help.

By the way, the fairy does not have her own body.
They never get hungry, but as the same time can't taste delicious food.
God said that he would collect fairies.
‘If you going to look after a living thing, I allow you to dwell in its body.’
The fairies are overjoyed.
Because while staying in the body of a living thing, fairy can feel ‘feeling good’
and ‘delicious’.
The fairies immediately began to take their care.
If fairy live in a flower, so that the sun will hit to the flower well.

I'll change a little bit the angle of flower's face.
In that case, flower will be able to do basking in the sun, and fairy will can feel
the warm.

If the fairy live in a squirrel, the fairy turn squirrel's face to the place where
the acorn has fallen.
Then, the squirrel can find acorns and eat them, so the fairy can also feel delicious.
(If you discover something, it is may be fairy's job. )

By the way, did you already understand?
、
、、、、
、、、
A fairy can control 100% of the mind & body of a live thing.
However, the controlling is OK at the only for taking care a creature.
It was also a rule to do it carefully so as not to be exposed.

Because if got to know there is anyone invisible, the creature won't settle down.
And there was rule 'Don't anything to make creatures feel bad.'

But fairies likes mischievous...
They were doing mischief each time excused 'this is need things for care the
creatures.'
When you hear the word 'mischief' might only sound is cute.
However almost of mischief by fairies was kill life or scratch heart.
However living thing are so many. And fairies who take care creatures are so many,
too.God can not enough surveillance.
Therefore, God decided to have the fairies keep a ‘Observation Diary’.
It is also a magical ‘Observation Diary’ that makes you feel sick when you write a
lie.
In other words, God only read the diary, can see if the fairies are doing their job
properly.
The fairies began to refrain from mischief, but they found ‘loophole’ while devising
a way to keep a diary and trying to cheat God.

When write things that not lie but not true, won't have headache.
The fairies used this way to make their mischief look like they were done by the living
thing.

In other words, they deliberately wrote the sentence that would make God go
misunderstand.
However, God will may be notice the truth, so at the first time fairies were only
doing it once in a while.
However, no matter how much they did, god didn't notice anything, and so they came
to openly do.
It was big problem..
Because several fairies who want to do mischief is not one or two.

However, if the mischief suddenly increases, God will also think of it as strange,
right?
Moreover, the creatures are important children for God ...
No parent wants to believe that a child has played a crime.
So the fairies forged a lied stories.
《At first, the creatures kept the teachings of God Gradually, however they became
don't keep it each past age. 》
I don't know why so, but it sounds plausible at first glance, doesn't it?
it's said that 'Any lie sounds real when many people say same things.'
And God believed in the lie, too as such so.
‘The best place to hide a tree is in a forest...’
The fairies framed all of living thing into bad children...
They became to do as one pleases.
However God is wiseman..
But can easily deceived such God?
However, this worked unexpectedly successed.

The reason is that God's command.
' The reading is a hard task when sentence is long.'
'Please write shortly sentence on the diary.'

In this way, God creduloused of what was written in his diary, without even trying
to know each and every one of the creatures.
Then a thousand years ...
The fairies were ‘taking care’ of the creatures, but It was for using as a ‘vehicle’
and for making it a toy.
.
God who does not know such a thing was keeping to praise ‘The fairies are hard
workers ...’

However, there was only one sloth among them.
It's a hack.

Even if the living thing is in trouble, The hack shuts his eyes to them.
He left alone living thing until the trouble get worsed, and reluctantly helps.
Hack's words were like this.
‘If I always help, they'll end up with a sloth ...’
‘They must do everything own.’

It was such a hack, but surprisingly I didn't know 'Nukemichi'.
The peer didn't teach him how to do it because he didn't help his peer even when his
peer was busy.
So he thought by own head. But he can't know how to use head because he was lazy.
At last, he said, 'If you don't teach me, I'll accuse it to God!'
‘First, let's make to the alibi.’
‘I was drinking alcohol, or something received shocking ...’
‘Anything is fine.’
‘Before do bad thing, you must pretend to hesitate.’
‘After bad thing, let remember that hesitated to the living thing and encourage
refrection.’
‘You write that appearance of introspection in diary.’
At that time, Hack was taking care of his kitten ...
It is only eating and sleeping in that owner's human house.

One day he found a delicious cake on the table.
Mother made it for her child It's a birthday cake.

Hack thought.
‘Kittens have a reputation for being mischievous.
Even if i takes over, nobody will find out...'
Hack trying to take over the kitten,
But he didn't move right away.
Because He recall about the advice of companion.
In kittens head,
‘Touching is not allow. No, when a little, touching is allowable.'
After thinking about it several times,
‘I only lick a little bit.'
Hack pretended to be swept away.
Then he jumped to the table and ate the cake to his heart's content.
After hack leave and, The kitten's boday returned to under the her control, already
too late...
The cake is messy. Mom is angry.
The child is crying.
Poor kitten,
She've been kicked out of house.

The kitten was thinking while walking.
‘Why did I do that ...? '

However, when the hack remind that remembers when he pretended to be swept away to
her.
'That time, I lost the temptation...'
She walked on trudge along.
This is the mystery of takeover ...
While living thing is being hijack by fairy, living thing can not understand it.
And the fairy is the main body, living thing can not stop fairy's doing.

After it often made the kitten reflect on it,
Hack wrote (○ month × day, The kitten lost the temptation and ruined the cake,and
she reflected) in diarly.

it's not lying, right.But God didn't notice it,
The angels didn't say anything, either.

‘Chapter II’
One day, when Hack was touring the human town,
Children absorbedly were eating snack with strange color and were playing toy with
strong shine.
‘I like ... It looks delicious and it looks fun ...'

The hack decided to take care of a human's child.
Hack selected a newborn boy, his name is Elion.
Dad is a man who worked hard and he became rich.
It is the so-called ‘new rich man’.
Because in case rich man's house, he can luxurious.
If this is a famous distinguished house, he can more luxurious. However it will happen
a battle to other fairys.
So he compromised at 'new rich man'.

Of corse even if child's parents is poor, If Hack use bad magic, child's parents
could success as a scammer or gang.
However Hack was troublesome with it.
it past some years, Elion grew up.

Now, he can eat the strange snack and enjoy the shiny toys.
But if he just play with toys, He can't make friends.
He ate too much and got fat and got sickness.
And he played too much and neglected to study, and his school work got steadily worse.
No matter how much your dad or mom says, Elion disobey.
Someday, Elion is
‘A slovenly carelesschild who just plays’
It came to be called.

Hack is clever ...
living things don't know about the fairy.
With that kind of reputation, no one (and Elion himself) will notice about Hack
appropriates Elion.
if Elion know that the domestic help and studying are fun, Hack have trouble.
secret of only here...
domestic help is fun like puzzles and building blocks,
Studying is fun like quizzes and riddles.
If Elion knew such things, because it difficult to make free for eating & playing
by using Elion's body.

↓Incomplete translation
《Chapter 3》
Even the busy fairy had a party. Return to the world of fairies.
I used to say, ``Fairies don't have bodies of their own. ', but that's his girlfriend
in this world.
Actually, his body exists in the other world, and he comes to play with only his soul.
Only here, one day over there is a few months here...
If you are lazy, the time will pass quickly.
But Huck pretended to be sleepy and took a lot of compliments.
That's because, putting aside "delicious" and "feeling good", I don't want to be
"together" with "painful" and "comfortable".

Huck would go home when Elion got sick of it, and by the time he was about to wake
up, he'd shrewdly come back.
But what would the fairy do if a creature looked dangerous during the party?
There he is truly a god...
As if such a thing could happen, the magic observation diary had a secret function.
When he writes his "schedule" on the future page, the living creatures move according
to him.
"I'm at home all day. ’, the creature is really at home all day.
Benri, right? But there was no way the fairies would leave such a useful function
alone.
Fairy standing immediately tried to play a trick, but there were only two problems.
One is that he can't write "unlikely things"...
For example, a child who hates studying will start studying hard, or a child who likes
fashion will keep quiet.
However, the fairies found "Nukemichi" here as well.
To my surprise, the fairy who writes the schedule said, "She wouldn't be crazy...
', it's okay.
It's often said, "there is".
Unfortunately, the fairies are masters of autosuggestion...
It was a piece of cake for me, since I've been fooling my conscience with
self-suggestion every time I've found a prank.
Second, how does he deceive God's eyes? is.
A quiet girl suddenly turns into a daitan, or a well-bred young lady goes out to a
slum by herself.
But what if you were longing for an idol? What if I use the good translation of
curiosity?
The fairies had prepared a good "story" for many years and decided to write a
"schedule". But it seems like it's been a long time since I've been in the middle
of a long time?
But like I said before, her next few months are her days away...
Therefore, it wasn't that the fairy had a particularly long temper.
Sometimes, there were creatures with unreasonable schedules such as ``I'll be naked
in front of everyone'', but such a schedule was ``Yes! be! Is it because you were
praised?
“The artist’s heart is reflected in the work. "Is called.
The fairies' hearts may have been really sick...

《Chapter 4》
These days, Mom and Dad were very worried about Elion's future.
After all, from the outside, he doesn't study or make friends, he's just a kid who's
obsessed with toys and sweets. So her fathers put her in sports and music, which were
her old passions.
By doing so, I tried to let them know the joy of moving their bodies and singing songs.
Come on, it's going to be a big deal. Huck is a big deal.
As a matter of fact, between you and me, God loves her talented children in sports
and music...
If there was such a child, she would go to the child's house and be shy.
If she does, if it's hard to do, she won't do it.
Frustrated, Huck decides to disrupt class with a "bad spell."
Because of that, her girlfriend, Elion, doesn't get it at all when the teacher says
something. (It's said that your head gets numb when you're high in the sky, but is
that what it feels like?)

As for the teacher,
"This child is dazed and has a bad reading..." 』
And for some reason it made me irritated,
at last,
"Don't you know this! 』
she scolded.
For some reason, the children I'm learning with also bully Elion.
Frustrated, Elion asked his father and mother for help.
“Just do what the teacher says, do your best! 』
'Do it yourself! 』
And it's just been done.
Actually, everyone was manipulated by Huck, but everyone
"To fix Elion's faults,"
"She thinks for herself,"
I was tricked into thinking she was being bullied.
If it's really for her good, she's likely to do something else, but she can't think
of anything else while she's being manipulated. As a bonus, I wonder why she seems
to be the most correct.
Even if she thinks strange later,
She said, ``Because of the lack of affection, she couldn't think of any other way...''
And she felt as if someone was calling her to her.
Well, that's why her Elion is so lonely.
After all, even her father, who should always be on her side, has become an enemy
to her...

But then she heard a rumor.
“When I was waiting in the mountain park, an angel came and played with me. 』
The park is on the Haruka stairs, but I don't mind that.
Elion worked hard every day, but the angel appeared.
she didn't give it to me.
And she should be that...
The angels only play with the children they like...
If it's someone you like, then that's it, even if you drive away the people around
you
I'm getting closer, but like Elion, "I'm just playing"
A sloppy child' was her call and she was not.
"Most rules are made with good intentions. 』
are the words of an Elai.
In the first place, angels started playing with human children because
An angel who couldn't stand the child who was shy and couldn't make friends
He was the reason I played with him.
The child is an angel and she gains confidence while playing together.
She learned to play with other children.
And the god who knew it was pleased,
"From now on, if there is a child without a friend,
Please play with me. 』
And he commanded all the angels.
It's good intentions, but what he actually does is quite peculiar.
You have to carefully teach him one by one, such as ``shorten the distance with
others,'' ``have the courage to talk to him,'' ``have him devise ways to invite him
according to the situation of the other person or girlfriend.'' Hmm.
There is also a fear that comes from survival instincts, so sometimes Sparta is
necessary, but it is important to do more than push it away.
Whether it's a family member or a lover, it's not easy to be empathetic regardless
of who you are. On top of that, his survival instincts make his socializing with
strangers frightening even for grown-ups.
Well, the angels were annoyed with Elion, who didn't want to give up.
Because at this rate, God will find out that he is not following his instructions.

The angels didn't want God to scold him, so they decided to play with him.
The content of the play is "riddle" and "hide and seek". It's a mystery that is
difficult even for adult scholars, and hide-and-seek with magic.
In other words, it was up to the angels to decide what to play with.
His bully, who was caught bullying him, said, ``I was just playing with him. ', but
that's how it feels.
…Yes Yes. In the story, the demon king who took the hostage said to the main character,
"Let's play a game. ' or 'Would you like to make a bet? ', but it's an alibi, a preface
to make things better later. Ladies and gentlemen, even if you are approached like
that, you should never go along with it, right?
Anyway, that's why, in the beginning, even Elion, who he tried his best to pass,
"Even the angels hate me... 』
And somehow he stopped going to the park.

But after all, lonely things are lonely.
"Even if I'm like this, God will surely deal with me. 』
Elion thought so and decided to visit the church.
The angels are in a hurry...
At this rate, it will be exposed that you are not following your rules.
I hurriedly thundered down a heavy rain and interrupted Elion's visit to the church.
Then, at night, when he appeared in Elion's dream pretending to be a god,
"A bad boy like you shouldn't come! 』
I told you.
Then, when I become a good boy, will I be able to meet you?
Of course not.
When the angels reappeared in Elion's dream,
“If you pass the test, I will meet you. 』
I told you.
Can you cherish small creatures more than yourself? That's the test.
Of course, it's cheating.
In fact, the angels have already seen through the pranks of the fairies.

He kept quiet because when the fairies were fired their work would increase.
Whatever the case, his hand in his pranks on the fairies was the angels.
From early on, angels were making living things into toys.
If there is a mischief, he is a fairy, but he is a prank.
The purpose of the angel was "romance".
Even so, it's his "love play".
If love troubles increase, it may be the angels' fault.
Angels to Elion
"Because my heart is ugly, I can't be your partner"
He was desperate to get him to admit it, so
I decided to let Huck help too.
The angels summoned Huck to him,
"Look, Huck? We're going to test her now,
Can't you just help me out?
If you accidentally pass, you won't notice your bad points.
This is for him... 』
I told you.
This is what I said to the manager, 'Help me cheat.'
As he said before, he can only take over when he needs it.
But what if that cheating is for Elion's sake?
For Huck, it's either wishing or not...
It's nice that she doesn't want him to refuse her.
It was angels (tenshi) who had a good hack,
What would you have planned to do if the gods found out the truth?
Oh my God, at that time we were going to pretend that we were also deceived.
But if that's the case, wouldn't it be a shame if Huck reveals the truth?
Oh my God, at that time we were going to pretend that we were also deceived.
But if that's the case, wouldn't it be a shame if Huck reveals the truth?
In fact, angels
"How can a god believe what that guy says...? 』
And I was looking for a hack.
He was so proud of himself that he was trusted by God.
That being said, no matter how many times Elion takes the test, she never passes.
Elion finally

"Even the gods can't take care of a bad boy like me... 』
and she stopped visiting the church.

《Chapter 5》
Well, if this happens, it will be a hack world. I'd rather play.
But children will grow up someday...
If she continues like this, she will find out that she has neglected to take care
of her.
If this was a cat or some other creature, I would have lied.
Humans are made by God in his own image, so he stands out.
Huck whispered to Elion.
“I am God.
From now on, he should listen to me and be a good boy. ”
Hearing this, Elion
"It's sad, but I was a bad boy
But God is watching over me...
I was moved and said, but mom,
(Previously, even if he tried,

after all...
』
I started to help and study.
he couldn't because the hack got in the way.)

But wouldn't it be weird if a bad girl suddenly turned into a good girl?
Huck reduces the number of takeovers to Jojo,
Elion made it seem like she was getting better and better.
When the fairies make a creature into a bad boy, they first help him develop his habits
so that the person himself doesn't mislead him, and then make him do it according
to the pattern, but this time. did the opposite. (If you want to stop thinking about
it, push your back, but it's quite a hassle.)
After a while, Huck reported his achievement to God.
“He used to be such a bad boy, but thanks to me, he has become such a good boy.”
A god who seems to know everything, but surprisingly knows nothing, is clingy to hacks.
Again the angels said nothing.

《Chapter 6》
Huck was praised by the gods and looked proud, but the wholesaler wouldn't let him
down.
Recently, Elion had started to notice about "Nuttori".
In a hurry, Huck hurriedly manipulated his father and mother,
"Don't blame others for what you did! 』
"Admit that your heart is ugly! 』
I scolded Sanzan.
Then to Elion
“Everyone has a bad heart.”
"Only by acknowledging that can you become a Rippa."
' he whispered and made a note of it in his diary.
Elion has since (albeit occasionally not shakuzen)
"I, Shonen, he's a disgusting person... 』
While thinking that, she spent her time in a trance.
However, one day, by chance, Elion
When she realized it was true, she burst into tears.
No one will deal with me, but only God...
I thought it was a lie after all.

Then what do you think?
Didn't that voice reach God?
God (Kamisama) is late (it's really late, but...)
It's hard to know the truth.
Angels (tenshi) do not let sparks fly to themselves
I tried to blame Huck alone in a hurry, but
Huck doesn't want to be the only one scolded.
he tried to get the punishment reduced
He exposed what the angels had done.
Originally, Huck was a sloth because
The angels do their own work
Because the fairies have forced him on.
After all, when it comes to recent angels, my favorite
Playing with living things is "work".
Unexpectedly, "It's fun to take care of you♪"
On the day I said it's Thai hen...
He's forced to work for the angels
I put it away.
In fact, today, "Kakemochi" for your care
The fairies who are doing it are not uncommon.
Huck doesn't like that, so even if it's just one pet, he'll take care of it.
“If I leave it up to him, I might make a mistake on purpose. 』
“Then I will be scolded by God. 』
By making him think like that, he has been able to avoid "kakemochi".
…and then the fairies who heard his commotion came.
He wants the elders to take the lead in reducing Huck's punishment.
He came to Chinjou.
It is said that
“It was just a curse from the difficulty of taking care of her on a daily basis,
The person himself is also reflecting, so please be generous with his treatment~”

It was an appeal.
Seemingly this begs for mercy
You can see it, but in reality it is
what i asked for...
All the fairies other than Huck are her
because I had sinned so little,
to ourselves on this occasion
I feared being judged.
And while on the surface I'm sorry,
“Originally, due to the lack of manpower,
They mobilized mischievous people like us...
If you fire us now,
There will be no one to take care of him...
As expected of a god, he can't ignore our appeal... ”
And he said he was tied up.
And so, the sinner's hack with a token sweet disposition
Once done, most of us are blameless for him.
He thought he would be Uyamya.
Of course not.
Justice cannot be compromised.
When the gods threw the angels into a hole in the earth,
Turn fairies into magic spells with a returning katana
I'm locked up.
Until both reflect, never again
I tried not to come out.

Reflecting on the fact that he had left everything up to this point, he said,
He decided to take care of him this time.

"epilogue"
After that, for a while...
This is Elion's house.
Many of the toys that used to be there are now almost nothing.
The excess weight has returned to normal.
Of course, that doesn't mean they don't play or eat treats,
I started to enjoy studying and helping out with everyone.

Happy, happy...

"bonus"
One night, Elion had a dream.
It is a dream in which a big god scolds a small god.
"Far from slacking off, it's outrageous that you've overlooked the evil deeds on top
of having fun!"
"No, no! I cheated on him!"
"The angels have confessed! Let him elaborate!"

The big god grabbed the little god,
"From now on, you will take care of him yourself!"
and he threw it to the ground.
"Don't come back until you're forgiven!"
When he woke up there, he had a small doll of him in his hand.
Somehow, I dreamed of a small
It's like God.
Looking at the clock, it's still early morning...
Elion hugged the doll and said,
He fell asleep again.
I'm really happy with this...

